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PATRIOTS 2013

Patriots 2013 is upon us and it’s going to be awesome. It will
be dominated by one college, the one we call home, the one
that is superior to every other. This year, Furness will quiver in
their nighties when they see our brave young men and women take to the field, the courts and the bar. 2013 is the year of
the griffin. We are done messing around, we mean business,
we are here to win.
We’re delighted that we don’t have to step anywhere near
their pathetic excuse of a college for any moment of this
weekend. Just like the trophy, the patriots’ cup is coming
home. We say bring it on Furness! We’re going to annihilate
them in the bar sports, own them on the field and smash
them in the sports hall. Their insults are getting tiresome and
predictable. They’ll snub our accommodation, jibe about our
sports teams or pick on the, oh so easy target, our bar. But
The Patriots’ Cup will return to us at the Winning Post; we
won’t need to venture anywhere near silly little Trev!
Last year we showed them how it’s done in their previous
‘safe guard’, the tug of war. (Perhaps it’s because we have
faith in using our own players.) This year will be no different!
However, Cartmel, complacency is our worst enemy. Furness stepped up their game last year and took Patriots away
from us. Patriots 2013 will be closer than ever and it will be
a nail-biting weekend. I cannot wait for the sea of burgundy
and purple shirts over the weekend. Join us to make sure the
burgundy outnumbers the purple!
Drink will flow, talent will be on show and the self-proclaimed
sporty college will be quietened for another year. This weekend will be ours.

SALMAN RUKHSAR, CARTMEL PRESIDENT

PATRIOTS’
HISTORY
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The Patriots’ Cup was
founded in March 2009,
The Results so far...
as an inter-college sporting competition between
2009: Cartmel’s 1st Victory
Cartmel and Furness like no
2010: Cartmel’s 2nd Victory
other, now in its fifth year!
2011: Draw
The sporting events range
(116-116)
from traditional sports, to
2012: Furness’ 1st Victory
sports less-conventionally
hosted by such competi(92-55)
tions, such as videogaming,
2013: YOU Decide!
bar sports, and sports-day
themed events.
As of 2012’s Patriots’, the
competition is held over a
period of two days.
For those who enjoy the
nightlife in Lancaster, after
each day’s hard-work is over,
competitors from both colleges will have the chance
to go to The Sugarhouse;
here, a less-competitive
atmosphere awaits, allowing
students to leave their differences behind on-campus for
the night.
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PATRIOTS’
EVENTS

Friday - and so it begins...

Friday’s Events will all be held in
the Sports Centre (#3 on Page 9-10’s
Map), and are as follows:

Volleyball (18:00-18:30)
Squash (18:00-18:30)
Dodgeball (18:30-18:45)
Unihoc (18:45-19:15)
Korfball (19:15-19:45)
Kwik Cricket (19:45-20:15)
Table Tennis (20:15-21:00)
Badminton (20:15-21:00)

Saturday
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Saturday’s Events will be held in a range of
locations across campus, and are as follows
(the #’s correspond to each event’s location, a map of
which can be found on Pages 9 & 10):
Netball Bs (10:00-11:00) [#4]
Netball As (11:00-12:00) [#4]
Football As and Bs (12:00-14:00) [#5]
Women’s Tag Rugby (14:00-13:30) [#5]
Men’s Rugby 7s (14:00-14:30) [#5]
Rounders (15:00-15:30) [#5]
Ultimate Frisbee (15:00-15:30) [#5]
Flag Football (15:30-16:00) [#5]
Tug of War (16:00-16:30) [#5]
Women’s Pool and Darts (19:00-) [#1]
Men’s Darts and Pool (Following Women’s
Darts and Pool) [#1]
Boat Races (Following Women’s Darts and
Pool) [#1]
Beer Pong (19:00-) [#1]
Games in TV Room (19:00) [#1]
President/Principal Pool (19:00) [#1]
Sports Secretaries’ Event (19:00) [#1]

Following all of these events will be a presentation at 21:15, where the overall results
will be declared!
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A PATRIOTS’ DAY
IN THE LIFE OF...

A Typical Furnessian Competitor
10:00 You wake, and go through the ritual of hoping that
Cartmel are less prepared than in previous years. You recite
the following: Luck, you are our only hope.
11:00 After getting ready for the day, you come up with a
witty, unoriginal comment about Cartmel’s bar, The Winning
Post. Continue hoping.
12:00 Go to see what’s happening in Trev for Patriots’ later
on, only to find that everything is being held in Cartmel.
Retract previous statements about Cartmel’s bar, as, for the
duration of Patriots’ at the very least, Cartmel is where it’s all
at.
13:00 Lunch-time. Meet up with fellow Furnessians and join
in a collective discussion about having an inferior mascot.
15:00 Preparation for Bar Sports. Reminisce oncemore that
none will be held in Trev, and reluctantly head to Cartmel
where preparations are already underway, each Cartmelian
competitor already practising their sport like a boss.
16:00 Brace yourself... this is going to be a difficult day even
to break even on points.

Inspired by Tom Skarbek-Wazynski

WHY PATRIOTS
2013 WILL BE THE
GREATEST YET
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Despite The Patriots’ Cup being five years old in
2013, last year was the first time when the Cup was
taken from Cartmel’s grasp; this year, we have the
opportunity to reclaim this symbol of their sporting
prowess once and for all.
With sheer determination throughout, this year
could not only surpass all other Patriots’ to date,
but could re-invent what it means to participate in
University Sports - both through the atmosphere of
each event and the legacy of sporting achievement
which each may entail.
This year’s Patriots’ Cup is also the first to involve
Lancaster’s new Sports Centre; what better venue
than this to start a new Cartmelian winning streak?
Cartmel may have given Furness their chance
last year... But this year The Griffin, led by Cartmel’s
sporting endeavour, will rise like an infallible eagle
beyond the Furnessian hills, soar through each victory, and take on the challenge of a third Patriots’
Win with lion-like determination until the very last
event.
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SPORTS: SO FAR
THIS TERM IN
CARTER SHIELD....
Carter Shield

As it stands, the leaderboard for
Carter Shield are as follows (as of
24/02/2013):
Position
College
Points
1st
Pendle		
57.0
2nd
Bowland		
51.0
3rd
Cartmel		
44.0
4th
Fylde			
38.0
5th
County		
34.0
6th
Furness		
33.0
7th
Grizedale		
31.0
8th
Lonsdale		
22.0
9th
Graduate		
10.0
So, Cartmel, with the top position
for Carter Shield realistically in our
sights, let’s continue that sporting
achievement in Patriots’!
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IMPORTANT CONTACTS
FOR THE PATRIOTS’ CUP
Cartmel’s Sports Representatives

Female Sports Representative
Kayleigh Toft
K.Toft@lancaster.ac.uk

Male Sports Representative
Cameron Arnold
C.Arnold2@lancaster.ac.uk

Furness’ Sports Secretaries
Female Sports Secretary
Danielle McCluskieD.Mccluskie@lancaster.ac.uk
Male Sports Secretary
Ben Hughes
B.Hughes@lancaster.ac.uk
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THE
LOCATIONS
1 CARTMEL BAR / JCR
2 FURNESS BAR / JCR
3 SPORTS CENTRE
4 NETBALL COURTS
5 ASTRO TURFS
6 COLLEGE SPORTS PITCHES
7 UNIVERSITY SPORTS PITCHES
8 RUGBY PITCHES
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For even more details, be sure to Like and check-out
Facebook.com/Patriots2013
Designed by Matt Dunn, Aluna Everitt and Zak Bush

